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MISCELLANEOUS
13

52

Collection remainders with France modern Gravures des Timbre-Poste proofs in two volumes,
Aerogrammes mostly unused with Iceland, San Marino & Vatican, also some scrappy worldwide
stamps. (Qty)

*OCP

Predominantly mint collection including Cambodia 1952 yellow and purple SG #MS17a **, 1954
M/Ss #MS50a used, 1960 de-luxe proofs, Laos 1962 Exhibition #MS127a **; Indonesia Dutch New
Guinea 1962 'UNTEA' set *; Japan 1952 Pictorials 100y #670 *, plus heaps of lesser sets, M/Ss, and a
few booklets, Cat £500+. (100s)

*/**O

Offer

250

THEMATICS & SUBJECTS

Lot 70
70

P

73

*/**OC

A

ROTARY: French Polynesia 1979 Rotary Club de Papeete 47fr deluxe proof in colour.

100

SPACE: 1980s-90s worldwide array with lots of sets & M/Ss plus FDCs, also imperforates, proofs &
surcharges mostly from the French Community, fine condition. (many 100s)

400

COINS & BANKNOTES
80

$

A

Australia Perth Mint emissions including 1988 1989 & 1990 Holey Dollar & Dump Silver coin sets, 2005
ANZAC with two $1 1oz silver proofs, 2008 Beijing Olympics silver proof, $1 commemorative coin
packs x23; also Great Britain Royal Mint 2010 £5 uncirculated, 2008 to 2010 uncirculated coin sets,
2010 Britannia £2 silver coin; Canada 2010 Winter Olympic Games coin set. (Qty)

200

Ex Lot 84
84

86

87

$

$

$

A

A

A

AUSTRALIA: Mostly RAM $10 silver proofs with Birds of Australia 1989 x3, 1990 x2, 1991 x2, 1993 x3
& 1994 x3, 1997 Coins of the Harbour City x2 & 1998 Coins of the Victorian Capital each with two
coins, 1995-98 Endangered Species series plus a piedfort set of 4, State Series uncirculated $10 silver
coins for 1985 x2, 1986 x2, 1987 x2 & 1989-1993 plus $10 proofs for 1985-1987 & 1991, Subscription
Coin Series proofs for 2002 (Adelaide Pound), 2004-2008 & 2010, also Masterproofs in Silver
1989-1995 coin sets of silver proofs, $1 silver proofs including 2009 Australian Citizenship, 2010
Kangaroo at Sunset, 100 Years of Australia Coinage x2 and 2011 Rock Wallaby uncirculated $1 silver
coin. (54)

1,250

AUSTRALIA: Array with uncirculated $1 coin rolls of 20 including 2007 APEC, 2008 Scouting, 2009
Pension & 2010 Girl Guides, lots of RAM $1 commemorative coin packs including for Land Series x8,
Lunar Series x5 & Ocean Series x5, 1984 $1 Five Coin Set, 1988 $10 uncirculated coin, 1988 $10
proof coins x2, uncirculated coin sets for 1986 & 1988, 2007, 2008 & 2009 Astronomy (2, one an
ANDA special release) & 2009 Blinky Bill baby coin set, proof coins sets for 1983 to 1990 (retail
$500+), also Young Collector $1 Coin Packs. (Qty)

600

AUSTRALIA: RAM products with 1988 Bicentennial Coin & Note collection, various $1 Unc (10), 2005
Unc set (3), 1977, 1991-92, 2004-05 & 2007 Proof sets. Silver includes: 2004 (2) & 2009 Fine Silver
year set, $1 2005 Gallipoli Proof (2), 2008 Coat of Arms, $5 Proofs (7), $10 State Series (7), 1oz coins
comprising Kangaroos (5), Millennium (3), 2002 Flying Doctor plus 'AA' prefix $20 banknote Unc, 2004
Florin, Gilded Kookaburra & Athens, 2oz coins: 2002 Adelaide Pound 2005 $1 & $10 Sydney Mint plus
a few other commemorative items. (Qty)
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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - General & Miscellaneous Lots
121

P

A

"A Selection of the Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia" collections with black,
red or blue covers, each with an array of reprinted die proofs of pre-decimal issues.

450

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Other Pre-Decimals

Lot 275
275

**

A B1

1935 ANZAC 1/- black Perf 13½x12½ BW #165PP(1), unmounted, Cat $2500. Unissued: the issued
stamp is Perf 11. Ceremuga Certificate (2004). [The ACSC states it is a "plate proof". Only one sheet
of 120 was printed but only part of that sheet survived. An example sold for $1610 at our aucrion of
11/7/2008]

1,500

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Decimal Issues
This section includes the best selection of the ever-popular "Missing Colour" errors that we have ever offered. These are
cross-referenced to "Pierron's Modern GB and Commonwealth Missing Colour Errors" (2008), which lists only "totally missing colours".
References are made to the results for Sir Gawaine Baillie's errors that were sold at auction in Melbourne in July 2005, generally for
stronger prices than were achieved in London for Tom Pierron's errors in December 2009.

Lot 352
352

**

A B1

1984 Skiing 30c Nordic Skiing pair in cyan (blue) only but with the Slalom Design Superimposed in
Orange Purple & Black BW #1036c, Cat $400. With the two normal stamps for comparison. A truly
weird item!

300

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Ex Lot 445
445

P

A

1886-96 'POSTAGE & REVENUE' Perf 14 plate proofs in lilac 2/6d with value in blue & 5/- with value
in scarlet, blocks of 10 (5x2) on ungummed unwatermarked paper from the lower-left of the sheets
each with Plate Number '1', virtually full unmounted o.g. with most units being unmounted. [Ed Williams
stated that only one sheet of 60 of each value was perforated. These are probably the largest surviving
blocks. Jeff Harris's blocks of 4 sold for $529 at our auction of 23/9/2011] (2 blocks)

1,500
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TASMANIA

Ex Lot 472
472

P

A

1857 'TASMANIA' 6d & 1/- imperforate plate proof singles in black on ungummed unwatermarked
paper. [A similar pair sold for $1610 in our sale of 18/11/2006] (2)

1,200

ANTARCTICA

Ex Lot 521
521

Collection in 4 volumes with many better items including British Antarctic Territory 1963 Pictorials to £1
(both) *, 1971 Surcharges **, Falkland Islands Dependencies 1954 Ships *, French Southern &
Antarctic Territories 1973 & 1974 Ships imperforate sets & colour trial sets **, 1974 Fauvre Base
triptych ** & on FDC, plus later sets, imperforates, proofs & multiples mostly ** including 1990 30fr Air
sheetlet of 10, plus other useful material from AAT, Falklands & Russia, condition generally fine.
(many 100s)

*/**OPC

800

CHINA
See also German Colonies (Kiautschou) - Lots 638 to 652 and Literature - Lots 1040 to 1056.

Lot 576
576

P

A

SHANGHAI: 1893 Shanghai Municipality master die proof with blank value tablets in black on thick
wove paper (115x165mm). Rare. [An exceptional item not only for the Shanghai collector but also for
collectors of flags - the central design - or posthorns - in the corners]

5,000T
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INDIA

Lot 708
708

**

A A1

c.1958 Definitives Gandhi perforated test stamp in grey & orange and inscribed 'SPECIMEN' on
gummed Wmk Asokan Capital Wmk paper marginal block of 4, unmounted. [A single & block of 4 sold
for $552 at our auction of 6/8/2011]

400

Lot 709
709

**

A A1

1962 Gauhati Refinery 15np perforated colour trials in vermilion, turquoise, and magenta, unmounted.
Plus the issued stamp in blue for comparison.

400T

INDIAN STATES - Feudatory States

Ex Lot 714
714

PO

A

RATLAM: 1913 group comprising a photo of the maharajah, a gorgeous die proof of the central design
for court fee stamps, 1a revenue stamp plate proof in ultramarine single in a recessed card & block of
4, all Ex Waterlow Archives; and 1a green in a different design affixed to document. (5 items)

750T
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- Bahawalpur

Some time ago we began receiving occasional consignments of Bahawalpur including a number of covers. This was quite startling as
the remarkable "Hyphasis" Collection - sold by us on 8.10.2005 - had very little cover material. To say that eyebrows were raised by the
new "discoveries" would be an understatement. However, many of the items were recorded and in some cases illustrated in the
monumental work "The Amirate of Bahawalpur" by Isani & Abid (2006). Our enquiries have revealed that all of the "new" material including specimen stamps, proofs and revenues - is from the personal collection of the Amir of Bahawalpur. After his death in 1966,
the Amir's estate was sequestered as legal battles raged within his family. These matters were finally resolved only a few years ago,
resulting in the philatelic material being acquired by two Pakistani collectors, who are our vendors. Apparently fearing that this material
is either not genuine, or that a great quantity exists, some collectors have decided not to participate in our recent sales. We have
sought to allay these fears. We have requested the vendors to obtain certificates of authenticity before sending material to us and this
they have done: many of the certificates are signed by Dr Isani. We have also been assured that there is no huge hoard of material
lurking in Pakistan. Some of the covers, especially those with high values or with handstamped Star & Crescent devices, were almost
certainly philatelically contrived. However, if it weren't for the Amir having organised the return to him of such covers, most of this
material would simply not exist. At least it has passed through the postal system. And many of the covers have all the attributres of
being undoubtedly commercial or official mail. Our expectation is that once this source is exhausted, we will return to the days when
Bahawalpur covers were rarely seen. And then we expect that many collectors will express their regret at not having participated in our
auctions when the Amir's covers first came onto the market.

Ex Lot 722
722

P

A/A-

REVENUES: 1880 Court Fees 1a to 10r complete set of stamp-size die proofs in black on ungummed
wove paper. Ex Waterlow & Sons. [Superior to the "Hyphasis" part-set - partial security punches, no 2r
- that sold for $1207 at our auction of 8/10/2005] (8)

1,000T

NAURU
The lots in this section are all Ex Barry Gribble.
756

E/P

A/A-

1973-82 preliminary designs group comprising 1973 Pictorials handpainted essay for an unadopted
50c Fishing Net design (incorporated into the issued 30c); 1976 Stamp Anniversary final artwork
comprising line drawings with acetate overlays; 1979 Flight Anniversaries final artwork comprising
watercolours with acetate overlays; 1982 Phosphate photographic reductions with acetate overlays on
a single piece; and 1982 Royal Visit set of pencil roughs plus for an unadopted 20c Beaming Queen
design & for the stamp pack folder (slightly different from the issued version). A unique group. (15
items)

750

Ex Lot 757
757

P

A

1973-80 Format International presentation cards with imperforate proofs comprising 1972 SPC, 1973
Nauru Co-Op set of 3, 1975 SPC set of 2, 1975 Christmas the 4 values on one card, 1976 Stamps
Anniversary set of 4 plus three others with unoverprinted GB 3d 2/6d x2 & 5/- x2, and 1978 10th
Anniversary set of 2. A very scarce group. (16 items)

400

Lot 758
758

P

A

1978 Rowland Hill composite proof comprising an imperforate strip of the 3 stamp designs affixed at
left to a miniature sheet without the stamps printed. Rare.

200
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Ex Lot 760
760

P

A

1990-95 imperforate proofs comprising 1990 Phosphate Corporation blocks of 4, and 1991 Flowers
15c 20c 25c & 30c marginal blocks of 4, also 1995 Air Nauru sheetlet of 9 SG 438a & a proof of the
nine overprints on ribbed brown paper. (8 items)

350

NEW GUINEA - 'G.R.I.' Overprints

Lot 819
819

*W

A/A-

1914-15 5mm Spacing '1d.' on 5pf green SG 17 horizontal pair & strip of 3 tacked/affixed to piece of
paper "blanket" (110x194mm) with "blocks" of the overprint forme comprising 5x3 and 5x4 impressions
[Stg 5 Pos 6-10] of which 12 - including on the remaining stamps - are inked & the other 23 are
obvious albino impressions, some spotting hardly detracts from what is a technical piece of the utmost
importance; plus two horizontal pairs & piece of selvedge from the left comprising [Stg 5 Pos 1-5],
unused; Cat £180++. Holcombe Certificate (1997) for what was then a rejoined strip of 9 + selvedge at
left comprising a complete row of 10 impressions. ["Ello's" piece of "blanket" with a block of 6 affixed
sold for $1725. His pieces of "blanket" with a single '2½d.' on 20pf SG 7 or '3d.' on 30pf SG 7 each
plus two inked impressions sold for $2185 & $2645 respectively]
This item indicates the lengths to which the authorities went to extract maximum value from the
captured stock of stamps. It demonstrates how single stamps and small multiples were partially affixed
to paper "blankets" to allow them to be surcharged using the overprinting forme of a horizontal row of
10 positions. NB: Setting 5 is rated "x10" by Gibbs.

3,000T

NEW ZEALAND

Lot 883
883

P

A+

1955-59 QEII Large Figures 1d deep orange imperforate tête-bêche horizontal pair on gummed
watermarked paper, unmounted. Superb!

100T
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NORFOLK ISLAND

Ex Lot 890
890

P

B

1973 Christmas 7c & 12c Christmas Tree imperforate singles affixed to Harrison & Sons presentation
cards, a few minor tonespots. (2)

300

Ex Lot 891
891

P

A/B

1976-77 Butterflies & Moths Harrison Presentation Proofs 2c 5c 10c 15c 16c 20c 40c & $1, the 5c &
40c with some toning. [The Garrard Family's complete set of 17 sold for $2645 in our sale of 6/8/2011]
(8)

1,000T

NORTH BORNEO

Ex Lot 893
893

P

A

1931 Golden Jubilee bicoloured die proofs of the 3c 10c 12c $1 & $2 all in the issued colours on
cream wove paper with registration marks in the margins. Gorgeous! (5)

3,000T

Ex Lot 894
894

P

A

1931 Golden Jubilee imperforate plate proofs of the 3c to $5 frames only in the issued colours, the
25c with red-ink audit mark, each with security punch into the design. (8)

800T
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Ex Lot 895
895

P

A

1931 Golden Jubilee imperforate plate proof pairs of the $5 frame only, and the 3c 10c & $1 finished
designs, in the issued colours, each with security punch into the design. (4 pairs)

800T

Ex Lot 896
896

P

A

1931 Golden Jubilee perforated singles from the printer's sample sheets with the frames in unissued
colours comprising 3c purple, 6c violet, 25c brown & $2 olive, each with 'WATERLOW & SONS
LTD/SPECIMEN' opt & small security punch, variable centring. (4)

400T
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THAILAND
995

P

A

1939 National Day undenominated proof in carmine pink on poor quality paper (57x38mm). Ex Len
Colgan.

Offer

Lot 996
996

**

A+

1939 National Day 2 satang chocolate marginal block of 4 from the base of the sheet comprising two
horizontal pairs Imperforate Between F&O #268d (H #295a), unmounted, Cat 10,000++ baht (=
$A333++) for two mounted pairs. Superb! Ex Len Colgan.

250

997

P*

A

1943-48 Failure of Revolt (Monument & Ears of Rice) undenominated proof sheetlet of 4 in carmine
on poor quality paper (75x93mm), 2stg Printed on Both Sides H #331d, and 2stg marginal block of 4
from the base of the sheet comprising two horizontal pairs Imperforate Between H #332a, Cat 7300
baht (= $A243) plus the proof block. Ex Len Colgan. (3 items)

150

TONGA

Ex Lot 1011
1011

P

A/A-

1963 First Polynesian Gold Coinage Commemoration self-adhesive foil proofs in gold of 1d, 10d,
1/1d & 2/4d plus the 15/- Official, the 10d with some creasing, otherwise fine. (5)

200T

TRISTAN DA CUNHA
See also Lot 381 under Australian Postal History.

Lot 1015
1015

P

A

BOOKLET COVER PROOFS: 1957 3/6d black on blue SG SB1, separated front and back covers as
issued, each with 'PROOF/GDP' h/s in black (GDP=George Dill, Printer). [A similar pair sold for
$US900 in an American auction in May 2011]

500T

